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“Intentionality” refers to a child’s ability to send messages on purpose, directly to 

someone to achieve a specific goal  

Behaviour that is not intentional  Intentional behaviour 

Child looks at cookies, makes a sound, 
then looks at mom

Child smiles, then gives her favourite toy 
to dad so that he can turn it on

Child looks at cookies on a table and 
makes a sound

Child smiles when she sees her favourite 
musical toy



 

 

 

When parents respond to their child’s sounds, facial expressions and body 

movements, it helps the child make the connection that his behaviour has 

meaning to other people. 

Cress and her colleagues recommend parent training such as Hanen programs that 

help parents promote their child’s intentional communication [2]  
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Interpret your child’s messages 

What the child does     How the parent can interpret 

Looks at cookies on the table & makes a sound Says “Mmmm…cookies!” or “You want a 

cookie” and gives child a cookie 

Smiles when she sees and hears her   Holds up the musical toy and says “You 
favourite musical toy      like the music” or “Nice music!” 
 

 



 

Examples of activities with clear goals 

Activity      Goal 

blowing bubbles watching/catching bubbles 

playing with a wind-up toy seeing the wind-up toy move 

snack tasting the food 

tickles receiving a tickle 
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About The Hanen Centre  
 
Founded in 1975, The Hanen Centre is a Canadian not-for-profit charitable organization with a global reach. Its 
mission is to provide parents, caregivers, early childhood educators and speech-language pathologists with the 
knowledge and training they need to help young children develop the best possible language, social and literacy 
skills. This includes children who have or are at risk for language delays, those with developmental challenges such 
as autism, and those who are developing typically.  
 
For more information, please visit www.hanen.org. 

The Hanen Centre is a Registered Charitable Organization (#11895 2357 RR0001) 
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